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Gaming headphones ONIKUMA M180 pro

The ONIKUMA M180 Pro gaming headphones
Equipped with  a  precision  50-millimeter  neodymium magnet  and  an  annular  transducer,  the  ONIKUMA M180 PRO headphones  deliver
top-notch sound, further immersing you even deeper into virtual worlds to enjoy your next adventures and triumphs! More comfortably
explore the world presented with the soft sponges on your ears that the headphones are equipped with. The 360-degree swivel will allow
you to communicate efficiently with your team, and the LED backlighting will add atmosphere to your adventures. 
 
Convenience of use
ONIKUMA M180 Pro is a real treat for advanced gamers - those sessions of several hours, during which your character's fate crystallizes,
are an important thing. Hence, the headband of the headphones can be adjusted as needed, and the pads on both headphones are made
of soft sponge covered with ear-pleasing eco-leather. Comfort is top-notch, even after several hours of virtual escapades.
 
Great sound 
The ONIKUMA M180 PRO headphones feature 50-millimeter drivers, a ring driver and a 50-millimeter mega-accurate neodymium magnet,
which guarantee truly great sound quality. Now your adventures will take on a new dimension, and achieving victories will be as easy as
ever - there will be no more sound to catch you off guard. What's more, the M180 PROs offer exceptional synchronization of sound and
image - after all, we know that sometimes winning depends on fractions of seconds.
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Universality 
Games, music or movies - no matter what kind of content you use your ONIKUMA M180 Pro headphones for, they'll work great. You can
play Playstation,  Xbox,  Nintendo or  PC games with them, but also listen to music or  watch TV series.  The headphones have a 3.5mm
interface  in  the  international  standard  (CTIA)  and  a  USB interface  for  LED power.  It  comes  with  an  adapter  that  has  separate  3.5mm
connectors for microphone and headphones. 
 
Set contents 
Headphones with microphone 
Adapter
Headphones
	Brand
	ONIKUMA
	Model
	M180 PRO
	Color 
	Black
	Speaker size 
	50mm
	Impedance 
	32 Ω± 15%
	Sensitivity
	116 ± 3dB
	Frequency
	20Hz - 20KHz
	Microphone
	6x5mm
	Microphone sensitivity
	-56 ± 3dB
	Microphone impedance 
	

Preço:

Antes: € 15.006

Agora: € 14.50

Jogos, Headphones
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